
High Quality Key Components 

High Quality Mitsubishi inverter compressor 

Panasonic varispeed inverter fan motor 

Grundfoss energy saving smart pump 

Carell user interface 

Welcome home 

IQ 
Designed for better living 

Engineered for outstanding performance  

Built for dependable service  

Priced to be competitive  

Heat Pumps 

AW10V  &  AW15V 



 IQ AW   The competitively priced no compromise feature rich inverter Heat Pump 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An IQ Heat pump can be applied to multi zone underfloor systems, Fan coil or traditional radiator systems or even to 

systems combining floor and radiator heating  by using Heat IQ system components to complete your heating system   

An IQ heat pump not only heats your home, it manages your hot water too. By incorporating our Warmflow  high gain 

cylinder you can achieve all your domestic hot water requirements for less than half the cost of other popular options. 

Where other systems utilise an element in the hot water cylinder and additional controls to raise domestic hot water 

temperature, often resulting in  greater use of the element than necessary. An IQ HP fully manages the domestic hot 

water system.  Protecting against  legionella and providing controlled temperature boost via an integral element. 

This Unique feature allows the installer to provide a reticulated domestic hot water circuit  from your hot water cylinder  

With pulse circulation control via your IQ Heat pump a reticulation system can virtually eliminate the draw off time at any 

given tap  giving you truly instant hot water even at a distant bathroom.  The IQ Low energy reticulation circulator Is 

available as an optional extra 

New Zealand has a temperate climate but it also has widely fluctuating daily climatic variations. Your IQ heat pump is 

equipped with a  weather management system optimising efficiency wherever you may live in our outstanding country. 

Prioritised domestic hot water output heating to your hot water cylinder 

Central Heating  output to Under floor , Radiators or Mixed systems 

Managed Legionella protection, &  Cylinder boost  without a cylinder element  

Programmable weather compensation system for greater efficiency. 

Reticulated Domestic hot water management option via the HPs control system. 

An IQ Heat Pump system can be integrated to make the most of energy gains through hydronic and PV power solar sys-

tems via the use of a range of optional input storage buffer tanks  which can also be integrated back to further benefit 

the DHW cylinder .  Ask for more details 

Integration with  Hydronic and PV solar systems to optimise efficiency. 

Managed  frost protection system 

Primary circuit circulation optimised via Energy saving smart pump. 

Operational monitoring and displayed fault diagnosis systems. 

Innovative off the floor free flow fully adjustable Base  
For any Heat pump is keeping the evaporator clean and clear of all obstructions is important. Leaves can be particularly 

troublesome , lodging beneath a HP they are easily drawn to the rear of the evaporator coil.  The IQ HPs off the floor 

base addresses this. increasing air flow through to the rear intake and improving performance while allowing easy level-

ling of the unit on both plains  via anti-Vibe feet without use of additional mountings 

Management of the primary flow and return to the attached system is fully controlled to monitor and adjust flow rate 

and volume for optimum performance via the HPs integral Grundfos smart pump  

Adopting the world leading Carrel control system, your IQ Heat pump is constantly monitoring and adjusting working 

parameters to maintain outstanding performance, in the unlikely event of a fault the display logs and posts an alarm 

code for easy diagnosis. 

An anti freeze program brings your IQ HP heat pump compressor on when the system detects a risk of freezing * this 

feature does not remove the requirements for Glycol protection as appropriate in some areas. 


